Event #06980 "BWC Recorded Incident" in summary, while being detailed to a riot in downtown Chicago in which a curfew order was imposed on the city of Chicago between the hours of 9PM-6AM on the date of March 2020. Curfew order was imposed by the mayor of Chicago (Lori Lightfoot) in an effort to minimize the violent rioting (looting, mob actions, property damage), tactical unit 662 while monitoring city wide 06 dispatch, a flash message sent via OEMC. Flash message describing (3) individuals, M/W with a white American flag face mask carrying a black bag, w/m with white shirt and female w/black shirt with gray tight in possession of incendiary device in the area of Ida B Wells and state per car 5x. AOS while in the area of state and Ida B Wells, observed a group of individuals matching the description given via OEMC. AOS approach subjects to investigate the possession of incendiary devices and also enforce the curfew order. Upon approaching for an investigation, a brief foot pursuit ensued. Three subjects who we now know as Matthew Rupert/Juan Garcia/Sierra Orozco were placed into custody without incident. Two males who we now know as Alexander Gossage/Christopher Rupert were taken into custody after a brief foot pursuit. P.O. Gomez and P.O. Cuellar conducted an emergency takedown on Alexander Gossage after offender ran in and out of a public street (Plymouth Court) to defeat arrest causing motor vehicle traffic to come to an immediate stop. Offender Gossage tien tanged his arms and clenched his fist to avoid being handcuffed. P.O. Cuellar with the assistance of P.O. Williams place offender into custody. Offender Christopher Rupert was taken into custody by P.O. Rojas without incident at 840 S. Federal Street. Offenders were transported to area 4 by bear 172. Matthew Rupert/offender) who admitted to owning a maroon in color 4-door sedan bearing an IL registration BX47851 EXP. 03-202, in which they were observed standing next to with the doors open. A leads inquiry of said vehicle revealed Matthew Rupert/offender) to be the owner of vehicle. A custodial search of vehicle revealed a red backpack with incendiary explosives/fireworks. Vehicle would be impounded under MCC violations. TTR completed for Alexander Gossage. Alexander Gossage/offender) has a minor scrape to his left hand palm and declined medical attention on scene. Offenders transported to area 4 by bear 172.

Following inventories would be held for an investigation per Detective Lane #20516 for USC currency under Inv#14712305/#14712322. Incendiary explosives/fireworks discovered during the course of the investigation inventoried under #14712225/#14712275/#14712280. FACEMASK INVENTOIRE UNDER#14712241 FURTHER ITEMS UNDER#14712345.

- Star#: 9909 Name: Kevin Gomez Beat: 0662D
- Star#: 6885 Name: Ariel Williams Beat: 0662C
- Star#: 15065 Name: Anthony Rojas Beat: 0662A
- Star#: 9479 Name: John Salinas Beat: 0662A
- Star#: 17631 Name: Christopher Fink Beat: 0662B
- Star#: 17034 Name: Andrus Tkachuk Beat: 0662D
- Star#: 16889 Name: Jorge Cuellar Beat: 0662E
- Star#: 1288 NAME: Alejandro Cabral Beat: 0662
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